MOU signed with Imperial Society for Innovative Engineers (ISIE-India)

This is to inform that a MoU has been signed between KL Education Foundation
(Deemed to be University) and Imperial Society for Innovative Engineers (ISIE-India)
on 21st July 2018.
The terms of the MoU are as follows:
1. Organising collaborative Skill Development programs (Certificate courses) for

2.
3.
4.

5.

students of Mechanical Engg., ECE and EEE in Solar, Hybrid and Battery driven
vehicles design and development.
Organising FDP's for faculty of Mechanical Engg., ECE and EEE.
Organising Workshops for students.
Organising International and National Conferences with Technical support in
terms of Advisory board and Editorial board, indexing of papers in the
conferences in SCOPUS/ SCI data bases.
Establishing a Center in Automobile Engineering.
The MoU was signed by the Registrar, KLEF and Mr.Vinod K Gupta, Founder &
President, ISIE-India in the august presence of the Hon'ble Vice Chancellor,
Dr.L.S.S.Reddy, KLEF and HoDs Dr.A. Srinath, ME dept., Dr.V.S.V.Prabhakar,
ECE dept. and Dr.O.Chandrasekhar, EEE dept.

Later, the Founder and President ISIE-India had gone around the University and
observed the vehicles-HVC, HPV etc. by students of ME Department and appreciated
the steps taken by the ME dept and the KLEF for such initiatives of the students at
the University and continued participation and winning of awards by KLEF-ME dept.
at various competitions conducted by ISIE India in the past, and expressed that this
will further enhance in terms of number of teams and events being represented by

KLEF at various events of ISIE India as well as will help students of KLEF gain all the
knowledge and practical skills, required by the major Automobile sector Industries in
future enabling the students to secure high end placements in various Automobile
Manufacturing MNC's hereafter through our association as part of this MoU.

The MoU will be effective for a period of 3 years, from 21st July 2018, and in due
course, all the above enlisted items will be taken up in a phased manner in
association with ISIE India, at Dept.'s of ME, ECE & EEE.
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